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Abstract—In the lithography process, subresolution assist fea-
tures (SRAFs), as an essential resolution enhancement technique
(RET), is applied to improve the pattern fidelity and enlarge the
process window. In this article, we propose a robust constraint-
aware SRAF generation method based on continuous transmis-
sion mask (CTM). The intensity distribution on the CTM is
extracted to guide the SRAF generation. The SRAF insertion
also honors the design rules, which is formulated as integer pro-
gramming with quadratic constraints and solved by a fast yet
efficient algorithm. A fast probe-based SRAF evolution method
is proposed to determine the shapes of SRAFs. The effective-
ness and efficiency are demonstrated based on the experimental
results.

Index Terms—Continuous transmission mask (CTM), design
for manufacturability, subresolution assist feature (SRAF)
generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE past decades, the feature size of the integrated
circuit has been continuously scaled in accordance with

Moore’s law. The optical lithography has entered the low k-1
regime [1], [2], and the wavelength of light used has remained
193 nm. As a result, it becomes more and more challenging to
acquire high pattern fidelity and mask printability using the tra-
ditional lithography process. Besides, the printed wafer image
becomes highly sensitive to minor variations of the lithography
conditions. To mitigate these issues, the requirements for res-
olution enhancement techniques (RETs) in optical lithography
become stricter [3], [4].

One of the most widely adopted RETs is optical proxim-
ity correction (OPC) [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In traditional OPC,
the lithography mask is predistorted for main patterns to com-
pensate for the undesired distortion of printed wafer images.
However, as the critical size shrinks and the target patterns
become more complex, using OPC alone is hard to acquire
a satisfying printed image under adequate process windows.
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Subresolution assist feature (SRAF) [10], as a particularly sig-
nificant RET, can be applied. The SRAFs are small shapes
inserted in specific regions around the main patterns. They
enhance the contrast of the aerial images by providing sup-
plementary spatial frequency components to the main features
without being printed themselves. In order to comply with this
constraint, mask manufacturing rule checks (MRCs) are lever-
aged to guide the SRAF insertion, which imposes requirements
on the size of each SRAF pattern and the insertion location.

In general, the insertion location and geometrical features
can affect the quality of the SRAFs significantly. Therefore,
a wide range of SRAF insertion methods were explored these
years, which can be divided into three categories: 1) rule-
based SRAF [2], [11], [12], [13]; 2) model-based SRAF [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19]; and 3) machine-learning-based
SRAF [20], [21], [22]. In the rule-based SRAF method, a set
of predefined rules govern the shapes, sizes, and positions of
the SRAFs. This kind of method is efficient and effective for
simple design patterns. However, the SRAF rules vary signifi-
cantly under different lithography process conditions, and they
heavily depend on the engineer’s expertise. The rule table is
cumbersome and maintains prohibitive when faced with com-
plex design targets. Model-based SRAF methods generate the
SRAF using different computational lithography models as
guidance. These methods can get rid of the demand for human
experience and attain a high accuracy even with complex pat-
terns, at the cost of long computational time. Very recently,
powerful machine-learning techniques have been introduced
to solve SRAF insertion problems. Machine-learning-based
SRAF methods train models using features extracted from
historical results. For a new target pattern, the probability of
SRAF existence on each site is predicted, based on which
the SRAFs are generated and then simplified. This technique
demonstrates its high computational efficiency. Nevertheless,
the performance highly depends on the generality of the train-
ing set and feature engineering. Besides, the learning model
needs to be retrained when targeting designs under different
layers or processes.

Most of the methods mentioned above generate the SRAFs
using the binary mask information. In the binary mask, the
value on each grid site can only be chosen from either 0
or 1, representing the blockage or transparency of this posi-
tion. Continuous transmission mask (CTM) [23], as widely
adopted in source-mask optimization (SMO) [24], [25], [26],
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the proposed SRAF generation.

contains more information that can be used to guide the SRAF
insertion. In the CTM, a floating intensity value is assigned on
each site, representing the degree of transmissivity. The site is
blocked if the value is 0 and transparent if the value reaches
the maximum. The intensity leverages more information than
the binary value, which could guide the SRAF insertion. The
previous work using CTM generates complex SRAF shapes,
which requires additional simplification post-process to meet
the mask manufacturing rules [27].

However, the information contained in CTM can be more
effectively extracted. In this article, we propose a robust CTM-
based constraint-aware SRAF insertion method. As shown in
Fig. 1, the SRAF generation process is mainly composed of
three stages: 1) CTM generation; 2) SRAF seed positioning;
and 3) SRAF shape evolution. For a given target, the CTM
is generated by a relaxed inverse lithography technique (ILT)
algorithm. Based on the intensity distribution on CTM, the
SRAF seed candidates are roughly selected as the local max-
imum regions, and the SRAF seeds are selected from the
candidates with highest priorities without violating the SRAF
spacing rules. Although seed selection is an NP-hard problem,
we formulate the problem into a quadratic program and solve
it efficiently. The SRAFs are then evolved to desired shapes
based on the selected seeds under the guidance of CTM.
The generated SRAFs can be co-optimized with the main
patterns through OPC to generate better lithography masks.
Our method also has complementary advantages to machine-
learning-based SRAF methods in the aspect of generating
high-quality training data.

The major contributions of the proposed method are sum-
marized as follows.

1) We generate the CTM with relaxed ILT and extract the
latent information to guide the SRAF information.

2) We formulate the SRAF seed selection problem as an
optimization problem considering the location and dis-
tance constraints and provide a novel efficient algorithm
to solve it.

3) We provide a fast probe-based SRAF shape evolution
method to consider the SRAF size constraints.

4) We co-optimize the generated SRAF with main target
pattern with level set-based ILT method to evaluate the
effectiveness of SRAF.

5) We perform experiments on ICCAD 2013 contest bench-
marks, and the performance is superior to recent state-
of-the-art OPC methods.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
In Section II, we give the description of the problem.

Fig. 2. Constraints-aware SRAFs with target shapes and three types of
constraints.

In Section III, we explain the algorithms in detail. The
experimental results are shown in Section IV, followed by
the conclusion in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Compared with the mask containing only main features, the
SRAFs inserted around the main features increase the light
propagated through the mask and introduce additional spatial
frequency components into the imaging process. The reason
behind the resolution enhancement brought by SRAFs is, by
adequately choosing the additional transparent pitch, the trans-
mitted light has the same phase as the light passing through
the main feature pattern [28]. In a CTM, the value on each site
represents the degree of transmissivity of the site. The SRAFs
are better at covering where the degree of transmissivity is
higher.

However, each inserted SRAF needs to obey several con-
straints, as are shown in Fig. 2. The location constraint says
the SRAFs can only locate in the safety region. SRAF cannot
be too far away from the main pattern so that the lithography
interaction between the SRAF and the main pattern will lead
to resolution enhancement; neither can SRAF be too close to
the main pattern, in case the SRAF is considered as part of
the main pattern and be printed out on the wafer plane. The
distance constraint makes sure the distance between differ-
ent SRAFs is larger than the threshold. The shape constraint
controls the size of each SRAF pattern.
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Fig. 3. (a) Target image. (b) Binary mask optimized by pixel-based ILT.
(c) Generated CTM, in which on each pixel the value ranges from 0 to 1.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the optical lithography simulator.

Problem 1 (SRAF Generation): Given a specific lithogra-
phy system and target images, the photomasks are optimized
to generate high-quality printed images. The objective of
SRAF generation is to insert SRAFs onto the mask plane
with decided positions and shapes meanwhile not violating the
SRAF constraints. With the help of the added SRAFs, mask
optimization through OPC could be further refined, generating
better-printed wafer images.

III. SRAF GENERATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we discuss our CTM-based constraint-aware
SRAF generation method in detail. The overview of our
proposed SRAF generation flow is shown in Fig. 1. The SRAF
generation is strongly dependent on the lithography process
condition. In the first step, the target pattern is transformed
into CTM by the relaxed ILT method within a few iterations.
The effect of the lithography process conditions can be consid-
ered in CTM generation. By utilizing the intensity distribution
on CTM, the SRAF seed candidates can be initiated and placed
on the mask plane. In case of violating the SRAF design
rules, the SRAF seeds are sophisticatedly selected from all
the candidates. In the final step, the SRAFs are evolved auto-
matically into desired sizes and shapes based on these SRAF
seeds and CTM.

A. Continuous Transmission Mask

With carefully designed SRAFs, the frequency-domain dis-
tribution of electric field amplitude for main patterns can be
enlarged, contributing to higher wafer fidelity. However, deter-
mining the size and locations of SRAF is a dilemma. On the
one hand, we want the density of SRAFs to be as large as
possible so that more high-frequency diffraction components
can be involved to better compensate for mask distortion. On
the other hand, the density of SRAFs cannot be too large in
case of being printed out on the wafer. The practical effects
of different SRAFs lead to different priorities, which can be
decided with the guide of ILT, in the form of CTM [28].

Fig. 3 shows an example of a target pattern, the opti-
mized binary mask and the generated CTM. Different from
the binary mask in which each location only takes discrete
values, e.g., 0 and 1, representing the complete blockage and
transparency of the site. The value on each site in a CTM
can be a continuum, ranging between a minimum value rep-
resenting the blockage and a maximum value representing the
transparency. Other values between these two extreme num-
bers can be deemed to be the degree of transmissivity. Even
though a CTM cannot be used directly in the practical manu-
facturing process, it contains more information than the binary
mask. SRAF seeds are extracted from CTM where transmis-
sivity is higher, so that the light passing through SRAFs has
the same phase as the light passing through the main pattern
and, thus, enhances the resolution.

Fig. 4 illustrates the diagram of the optical lithography
system. In the lithography system, the incident light is trans-
mitted through the photomask and optical projector succes-
sively onto the photoresist material, forming the aerial image.
The Kth approximation of light intensity distribution of the
aerial image can be represented using the Hopkins diffraction
theory

I(x, y) =
K∑

k=1

μk|hk(x, y)⊗M(x, y)|2 (1)

where x and y are 2-D coordinates, and hk is the optical kernel
function.

If the light intensity of aerial image I(x, y) is larger than
a threshold Ith, the photoresist material will develop, leaving
the shape printed image R on the wafer plane. This photore-
sist process can be expressed as a constant threshold model:
R(x, y) = 1 if I(x, y) ≥ Ith; otherwise, R(x, y) = 0. In practical
implementation, the discontinuous constant threshold model is
approximated by a sigmoid function for deriving the partial
difference

R(M) = sig(I) = sig

[
K∑

k=1

μk|hk ⊗M|2
]
. (2)

In pixel-based ILT mask optimization flow, the mask M
is updated iteratively to minimize the cost function L(M),
which is the linear combination of nominal conditioned pattern
deviation and process variation band (PVB) evaluation

L(M) = ∣∣∣∣R(M)− R∗(M)
∣∣∣∣2

nom + α

Np∑

k=1

||Rk(M)− R∗(M)||2

(3)

where α is the weight coefficient, Np is the number of lithog-
raphy process conditions, and || · || represent the L2 norm. In
order to apply gradient descent without boundary constraint,
the mask is relaxed using unconstrained continuous variable
P(x, y) and a smooth sigmoid transformation with relative
small steepness θP = 1

M = sig(P) = 1

1+ e−θP·P . (4)
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In every iteration, P(x, y) is updated using the gradient of cost
function L(M)

P′ = P−�t
∂L(M)

∂P
. (5)

In this way, the mask value transformed by (4) on each site
is bounded between 0 and 1, but can take values between
0 and 1 more smoothly. Because the purpose is to get the
relative intensity distribution on the mask plane, we need a
few iterations to generate the satisfying CTM as the guidance
to insert SRAF.

B. SRAF Seed Candidate Generation

For CTM-based SRAF generation, the SRAFs are better
located where the intensity values of CTM are larger. In
our SRAF generation method, the SRAF seed candidates are
labeled on the local maximal sites. In order to reduce the risk
of being printed out on the wafer plane after the final mask
optimization stage, the distance from the inserted SRAFs to
the main pattern should be larger than the predefined thresh-
old Dopc. Besides, for SRAFs inserted further away from the
main pattern than the threshold Dsraf, the imaging interaction
between SRAFs and the main pattern becomes negligible,
resulting in no resolution enhancement. To obey the above-
mentioned location constraint, we expand the edges of main
patterns by Dopc and Dsraf to form the OPC safe region R opc
and SRAF effective region R eff, respectively. The XOR of
R opc and R eff is the SRAF safe region R sraf, in which SRAF
seed candidates are legal and effective.

For each site, the first order geometrical difference map
of CTM is calculated, based on which we select all the
local maximum points with larger CTM pixel values than its
four neighbors (i.e., upper, lower, left, and right neighbors).
Centering on the selected points, the SRAF seed candidates
are shaped in squares with edge length v. In the following
SRAF seed selection step, all these seed candidates are where
SRAF seeds are possibly selected from.

C. SRAF Seed Selection

In the practical manufacturing process, a series of SRAF
geometrical constraints are set to ensure that the mask rule
check (MRC) is met. When the space between adjacent SRAF
seed candidates is less than a threshold, violating the SRAF
distance rule, we tend to select the seeds from candidates
with maximum general transmissivity. Selecting the seeds is an
NP-hard problem, and it is hard to approximate. This section
proposes a fast and robust algorithm, guaranteed to converge
to optimum within a few iterations.

1) Formulation: We define weight for SRAF seed candi-
dates as the main objective for our SRAF seed selection
algorithm.

Definition 1 (SRAF Seed Candidate): For a CTM MC(x, y),
the weight, or priority, of the ith SRAF seed candidate is
defined as the average intensity

wi = 1

v2

� v
2�∑

x=−� v
2�

� v
2�∑

y=−� v
2�

MC(xi + x, yi + y) (6)

where pi := (xi, yi) represents the coordinates of the central
point in the ith SRAF seed candidate, and the scalar value v is
the fixed edge length that determines the area of this candidate.

Each SRAF seed candidate is assigned a unique weight
value. We expect to select those candidates with the highest
weights. Besides, there should be enough distance between
each pair of the selected ones. Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the
index set, and each SRAF seed candidate is assigned a unique
index. We consider that a pair of candidates conflict with each
other if they are too close.

Definition 2 (Conflict): A pair of candidates (i, j) ∈ [n]2

conflict with each other under distance d(·, ·) and a threshold
δ > 0 if and only if d(pi, pj) < δ.

In other words, two candidates have a conflict if and only if
the distance of their center points is less than a specific thresh-
old. Note that the distance d and the threshold δ mentioned
in Definition 2 are customized according to specific require-
ments as hyperparameters, which will be discussed in detail
in Section IV.

Given a distance function d and a threshold δ, we are able to
construct the conflict matrix H ∈ {0, 1}n×n with each binary
entry hij ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether the ith and jth candi-
dates conflict with each other under d and δ. More specifically,
hij = 1 if the ith and jth candidates conflict with each other,
and hij = 0 otherwise. Specially, hii = 0 is true for the diag-
onal entries. Our interest is to select a subset S ⊆ [n] to
maximize

∑
k∈S wk such that for any i, j ∈ S (i �= j), we

have hij = 0. To avoid ambiguity, we use z to denote the indi-
cator vector of the subset S. The problem is formulated as the
following integer programming under a quadratic constraint:

z∗ = argmax w�z, s.t. z�Hz = 0; zi = {0, 1} ∀i ∈ [n].

(7)

Here, w ∈ R
n is the weight vector with entry wi being the

weight of the ith SRAF seed candidate, defined in Definition 1.
Note that (7) is NP-complete, so some techniques should be
applied, here, to obtain a good solution.

2) Problem Reformulation: We move the quadratic con-
straint in (7) into the objective function to make it a 0-1 integer
quadratic programming problem.

Theorem 1: For the following 0-1 integer quadratic pro-
gramming problem:

z∗(λ) = argmax w�z− 1

2
λz�Hz, s.t. zi = {0, 1} ∀i ∈ [n].

(8)

There exists a parameter λ > 0 such that the maximizer z∗(λ)

is equal to the maximizer z∗ of (7). Here, λ is called the
positive regularization parameter.

According to Theorem 1, we can directly work on the inte-
ger quadratic programming (8). The existence of such a λ

preserving maximizer is guaranteed. It is remarkable that the
reformulation (8) requires components of z to be binary to
preserve the maximizer.

3) Optimization Algorithm: Let Lλ(z) = w�z − (1/2)

λz�Hz be the reformulated objective. To facilitate the calcula-
tion, we use the auxiliary continuous variables u ∈ [0, 1]n to
represent the states of all candidates, and approximate Lλ(z)
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to a simpler form as guidance to update the possible discrete
solution.

Starting from an initial u(0), the iterative algorithm updates
u to u(k) at the kth iteration (k ≥ 0) and gives an approx-
imate discrete solution z(k). Around u(k), the objective is
approximated by its first-order Taylor expansion

Lλ(z) ≈ Lλ

(
u(k)

)+ (
z− u(k)

)�(
w− λHu(k)

)
. (9)

In (9), the only term related to z is gk(z) := z�(w− λHu(k)).
The possible discrete solution in the next iteration should
maximize Lλ(z), which is equivalent to maximizing gk(z) when
z locates inside a small neighborhood of u(k), i.e., we have
z(k) = argmaxz∈{0,1}n z�(w− λHu(k)).

Theorem 2: At the kth iteration, if the optimal solution to

argmax
z∈{0,1}n

z�
(

w− λHu(k)
)

is z(k) then the ith component of z(k) is

z(k)
i =

{
1, if λ

(
Hu(k)

)
i < wi

0, otherwise.
(10)

At each iteration, we have a real-valued guess u(k) and a
binary guess z(k). If the function evaluation Lλ(z(k)) ≥ Lλ(u(k))

is true, we consider z(k) to be a reliable guess, then set it to
be u(k+1) and proceed to the next iteration. Note that, in (9),
the second-order term is neglected. The minimizer of Lλ(z)
and gk(z) will no longer be relevant when d(z, u(k)) is large.
Therefore, the binary guess z(k) may become unreliable, i.e.,
Lλ(z(k)) < Lλ(u(k)). Intuitively, we find a linear interpola-
tion between u(k) and z(k) to be u(k+1) for the next iteration
such that the function value is nondecreasing. More specifi-
cally, for any k ≥ 0, the linear interpolation problem can be
expressed as

u(k+1) =
{

z(k), if Lλ(z(k)) ≥ Lλ(u(k)) (11a)

θkz(k) + (1− θk)u(k), otherwise (11b)

which is controlled by the stepsize θk.
Theorem 3: In the kth iteration, if the θk of (11) is given

by following equation:

θk =
(
w− λHu(k)

)�(
z(k) − u(k)

)

λ
(
z(k) − u(k)

)�H
(
z(k) − u(k)

) (12)

then the following must be true.
1) θk satisfies 0 ≤ θk < 1 when Lλ(z(k)) < Lλ(u(k)).
2) The function value is nondecreasing, i.e., Lλ(u(k+1)) ≥

Lλ(u(k)).
Theorem 3 guarantees that the iterative process defined

in (11) gives a sequence {u(k)}k≥0 with nondecreasing func-
tion values {Lλ(u(k))}k≥0. Note that the function values are
upper bounded, then the function must converge to a finite
value according to the monotone convergence theorem. We
summarize the procedure in Algorithm 1.

D. Fast SRAF Shape Evolution

The selected SRAF seeds are in the same v×v square shape.
Each of the seeds is then evolved into rectangles of differ-
ent sizes. The object is the evolved rectangle SRAFs cover

Algorithm 1 SRAF Seed Selection
Require: SRAF seed candidate weight w, conflict matrix H,

convergence threshold ε, regularization parameter λ.
Ensure: selected SRAF seeds set S.

1: Initialization: u(0)← random{0, 1}n, k← 0.
2: current best solution: z∗ ← 0.
3: repeat
4: Update function: gk(z, u(k))← z�(w− λHu(k)).
5: Possible discrete solution: z(k); � Equation (10)
6: if Lλ(z(k)) ≥ Lλ(u(k)) then.
7: Update: u(k+1)← z(k);
8: else
9: Select parameter: θk; � Equation (12)

10: Update: u(k+1)← θkz(k) + (1− θk)u(k);
11: end if
12: if Lλ(z(k)) > Lλ(z∗) then;
13: z∗ ← z(k);
14: end if
15: Iteration: k← k + 1;
16: until

∣∣Lλ(u(k+1))− Lλ(u(k))
∣∣ < ε

17: S← z∗;

Fig. 5. SRAF fast evolution. (a) Initial SRAF seed and evolution intensity
threshold contour. (b) Evolved SRAF.

high-transmissivity region on CTM while not exceeding the
SRAF shape constraint size. In this article, we proposed a
probe-based fast evolution method. Starting from the center of
each SRAF seed with the largest CTM value, as is shown in
Fig. 5(a), four probes search leftward, rightward, upward, and
downward until they reach the points where CTM values are
less than the evolution intensity threshold Ievo. The distances
between the ending points and center points are reported as l′l,
l′r, l′u, and l′d, respectively. Considering the rectangle with size
(l′l + l′r)× (l′u + l′d) may cover too much region area with less
CTM values. We use an adjustment coefficient to fine-tune
the size

c = l′l + l′r
l′l + l′r + l′u + l′d

(13)

ll = c · l′l, lr = c · l′r, lu = (1− c) · l′u, ld = (1− c) · l′d.
(14)

If the total length in horizontal or vertical is larger than
the maximum length L, the lengths are then compressed
proportionally

l∗l =
ll

ll + lr
L, l∗r =

lr
ll + lr

L, if ll + lr > L

l∗u =
lu

lu + ld
L, l∗d =

ld
lu + ld

L, if lu + ld > L. (15)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SRAF METHODS WITH LEVEL SET POST MASK OPTIMIZATION

This is shown in Fig. 5(b). The size of each evolved SRAF is
calculated using (14) and (15), the distance between the left
edge, right edge, upper edge, and lower edge and the center
point are l∗l , l∗r , l∗u, and l∗d, respectively. The evolved SRAFs are
finally co-optimized with main pattern in mask optimization
flow.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our CTM-based SRAF generation method is implemented
in C/C++. The lithography simulator is from the ICCAD 2013
CAD contest [3]. To verify the effectiveness of our SRAF
generation method, we employ the public benchmarks released
by IBM, for the same contest containing ten 32-nm Metal 1
layers. Compared with via layers containing vias of the same
size, these benchmarks represent more challenging shapes to
insert SRAFs. Each pattern is 2048 nm × 2048 nm with the
resolution of 1 nm2 per pixel. We adopt the level set-based ILT
binary program from Yu et al. [30] to conduct the post SRAF-
main pattern co-optimization and evaluate the performance of
final printed images. All the experiments are conducted on
Linux system with a 2.6-GHz CPU and a single Nvidia Titan X
GPU. We set the initial SRAF width v to 30 nm, the maximum
width to 100 nm. The minimum space between SRAFs is set
to 150 nm. The SRAF safe region parameters Dopc and Dsraf
are 35 and 350 nm, respectively. It is worth mentioning that
since the lithography simulator and benchmarks are offered
for academic purposes. There is little industrial guidance for
choosing the exact value of these SRAF constraint parameters.
However, our method can be generalized to a different set of
parameters without changing the optimization flow.

A. Comparison w. Other SRAF Methods

In the first experiment, to prove the superiority of our
CTM-based constraint-aware SRAF generation algorithm, we
also implement different SRAF generation methods and co-
optimize the masks with SRAFs using the same level set
ILT engine [30]. The performance is evaluated from the final
printed images using the cost formula that is officially defined
in the contest [3]. The cost is the linear combination of the
number of EPE (#EPE), PVB area, runtime (RT), and the
number of shape violations

Cost = RT+ 4× PVB+ 5000× #EPE+ 10000× ShapeViol.
(16)

The definition of each metric in (16) can also be found in [3].
The EPE violation threshold is set to 15 nm. EPE is measured
on the probe points located on the pattern edges every 40 nm.
The ShapeViol is visually checked from the printed images. In
our method, the runtime is evaluated on the entire procedure
consists of CTM generation, SRAF generation, and post mask
co-optimization. Generally speaking, the pattern fidelity and
the process variational window are tradeoff in mask optimiza-
tions. For this cost, the weight of (#EPE) is much larger than
the weight of PVB. We decrease α in cost function (3) when
optimizing the mask.

The detailed results are listed in Table I. Compared with the
rule-based SRAF method in [6], our result improves by 7.4%.
The rule-based method claimed to add one layer of SRAFs
around the main pattern and inserted the rectangular SRAFs
with widths and distances toward the main patterns manu-
ally decided. This method is hard to obtain good performance,
especially, when the shapes of the main patterns are complex.
Compared with a recent CTM ridge-based SRAF generation
with simple shape evolution and manual post-legalization [27],
which is a model-based SRAF generation method adopted
in real industry, our method still achieves a 4.5% improve-
ment. It is worth mentioning that although the method in [27]
also adopts the CTM as the guidance of SRAF generation,
the following SRAF insertion optimization process depends
heavily on manual adjustment. The method in [27] filters out
all the ridge parts on CTM as the initial SRAF, then instead
of selecting high-value SRAF seeds, it goes through serval
stages of cleanup and simplification operations to shrink the
shape of broadly distributed initial SRAFs to meet the SRAF
constraints. Finally, all irregular shapes are divided into ser-
val clusters and converted to rectangles. Compared with this
method, our proposed method is an end-to-end optimization
flow, which could automatically select SRAF seeds with high
averaged weighted transmittance and evolve to desired shapes
without violating the constraints. The performance improve-
ments are mainly attributed to the reason that our method
could distinguish the SRAF seeds with high value and, thus,
enlarge the SRAF shapes evolving from them, while the com-
pared method cannot distinguish between different regions
and simplifies all irregular SRAF shapes equally. Thanks to
Geng et al. [22], we are able to reimplement one state-of-the-
art dictionary learning-based SRAF generation method with
our lithography simulator on the ten Metal 1 benchmarks. We
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TABLE II
CONTEST SCORE COMPARISON WITH OPTIMIZATION-BASED SOTA

Fig. 6. Mask optimization results. (a) Target (green polygons) and SRAFs
(purple rectangles). (b) Optimized masks. (c) Wafer images. (d) Process
variational bands.

set the minimum space rule the same as ours. It is worth men-
tioning that those learning-based SRAF generation methods
only support serval kinds of SRAF shapes. In our implemen-
tation, we adopt SRAFs of shape (width, lengths) with three
choices: (40 nm, 40 nm), (40 nm, 80 nm), and (80 nm, 40 nm)

without breaking our minimum and maximum width rule. We
use the other nine benchmarks with SRAFs generated with
our proposed method as the training set and predict on the
left one benchmark. Compared with this dictionary learning-
based method, our method achieves a 7.2% improvement. The
reason can be mainly attributed to the high information extrac-
tion efficiency on complex pattern shapes using CTM, and the
SRAF evolution strategy, making our method free from being
limited to serval prefixed shapes.

Fig. 6 shows the examples of SRAF insertion and mask
optimization results. The first row corresponds to a complex
pattern (test case 1) and the second corresponds to a simple
pattern (test case 10). The SRAFs are positioned and evolved
around the main patterns flexibly and are not printed out on
wafer images.

B. Runtime Breakdown Analysis

Fig. 7 shows the average runtime breakdown of level set-
based ILT with and without SRAF generation. Our CTM-
based SRAF generation needs extra runtime cost to generate
the CTM with a few more iterations of simulated lithog-
raphy calculation, which takes up 38.4% of total time. In
order to leverage proper and distinct transmissivity distri-
bution features, it takes a few iterations of relaxed ILT to

Fig. 7. Average runtime breakdown of level-set-based ILT with and without
SRAF.

optimize the CTM first, which takes up almost half of the
total time. Based on the CTM, the SRAF can be gener-
ated very efficiently, which only takes up 1.3% of total
time. It should be noted that with the help of SRAFs, the
number of iterations for post mask optimization is largely
reduced, and consequently the average runtime will be reduced
by 6.5%.

C. Comparison w. SOTA OPC Methods

Next, we embed our SRAF generation into a level set-based
ILT engine released by [30] and compare the optimization
results with different SOTA OPC methods. For each test target
pattern, the generated SRAFs are identical to the SRAFs in
Section IV-A.

The methods listed in Table II adopt the contest score (16)
as the optimization objective. It is worth mentioning that we
obtain the detailed data from the authors of robust OPC [6]
and calculate the cost value based on it. Compared with high
performance version of conventional ILT: MOSAIC [29], our
cost is reduced by 8.8%. Compared with the rule-based SRAF
inserted OPC: robust OPC [6], our algorithm could attain a
19.3% improvement. PVOPC [7] is a process variation-aware
OPC algorithm with systematic SRAF inserted, compared
with which our cost is reduced by 8.3%. Compared with
the level set ILT [30] without SRAF, the SRAF generation
could further refine the optimized mask and gain a 7.5%
improvement.

D. Mask Printability Comparison With Learning-Based
Methods

In this experiment, we compare the printability of our
SRAF-aided optimized mask with recent SOTA machine-
learning-based OPC methods. The metrics adopted are squared
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TABLE III
MASK PRINTABILITY COMPARISON WITH LEARNING-BASED SOTA

TABLE IV
INFLUENCE OF SRAF SEED LOCATIONS

L2 loss (L2) as defined in [31] and PVB, which are in accor-
dance with the compared methods. To attain a better balance
between L2 and PVB, we increase the weight coefficient
α in (3). The detailed results are listed in Table III. The
squared L2 loss reflects the general fidelity of printed images.
Compared with the on-neural-network ILT framework Neural-
ILT [31], our L2 loss is reduced by 10.8%. Compared with
the GAN-based mask optimization flow PGAN-OPC [32],
our method reduces L2 loss by 14.9%. For the latest DNN-
accelerated level set-based OPC framework Develset [33], we
still achieve a 10.5% improvement. Moreover, our method
attains the best process window. The PVB of our optimized
mask is 13.9%, 6.7%, and 3.9% smaller compared with
Neural-ILT, PGAN-OPC, and Develset, respectively. Since
the compared machine-learning-based methods listed only the
inference time in their original papers, which is not compara-
ble with our end-to-end optimization time, we do not list and
compare the runtime in this section. The superior of our SRAF
generation methods in mask fidelity and robustness are com-
patible with these machine-learning-based mask optimization
frameworks. Our methods could generate high-quality mask
training samples with violation-free SRAFs inserted. Besides
our SRAF generation method could also be directly embedded
in these machine-learning optimization flows.

E. Ablation Study on Seed Location on SRAF Generation
Performance

An ablation study is conducted to evaluate the significance
of SRAF seed locations on the SRAF generation performance.
In this experiment, we chose a complex pattern B1 in the
benchmark suite as the target pattern. The shape of the pat-
tern can be visualized in the first row of Fig. 6. To evaluate the
significance of seed locations, we randomly move each seed in
four directions up, down, left, and right in fixed offset distance,
or remain it in place. The final SRAFs are evolved based on

the disturbed SRAF seeds, and the lithography performance
is evaluated after the level set mask optimization. We choose
the offset distance δ to be 2, 5, and 8 pixels, respectively. For
each fixed offset distance, we disturb the SRAF seeds loca-
tions five times and calculate the average evaluation metrics.
The detailed results are listed in Table IV. We can find that the
SRAFs evolved from offset seeds lead to worse lithography
performance compared with the optimal SRAFs. Especially,
when the offset is relatively large, e.g., 5 or 8 pixels, the
final lithography performance suffers from severe deteriora-
tion. This proves the significance of finding the optimal SRAF
seeds.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a CTM-based constraint-aware
SRAF generation method, which could provide a developed
initial SRAF-inserted mask or prepare high-quality training
data for machine-learning-based SRAF methods. Assisted by
the generated SRAF, the performance and robustness of mask
optimization can be significantly improved. The experiment
results on ICCAD 2013 contest benchmarks demonstrate that
we can achieve fewer edge placement errors number, less
squared L2 loss, and less PVB area on printed images.

APPENDIX

PROOF TO THEOREM 1

Proof: Note that we are working on z ∈ {0, 1}n. Therefore,
we know that

z�Hz =
∑

i,j

hijzizj ∈ Z+

is a non-negative integer, because we always have hij, zi, zj ∈
{0, 1}. Providing that candidate weights are non-negative, w�z
has a finite upper bound

M = max
z∈{0,1}n

w�z =
n∑

i=1

wi.

The upper bound is achieved if and only if all candidates are
taken, which is impossible when H is not a zero matrix. Now,
for any z ∈ {0, 1}n such that z�Hz �= 0, it can be guaranteed
that z�Hz ≥ 1, and then we have

w�z− 1

2
λz�Hz ≤ M − 1

2
λ.

Therefore, when taking λ > 2(M−w�z∗), the maximizer of (8)
must appear inside {z ∈ {0, 1}n|z�Hz = 0}, and that is exactly
z∗ in (7).

PROOF TO THEOREM 2

Proof: At the kth iteration, denote {i ∈ [n]|
(w− λHu(k))i > 0} by Sk. The objective at the current
iteration is written as

gk(z) =
∑

i∈Sk

zi

∣∣∣
(

w− λHu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣−
∑

i/∈Sk

zi

∣∣∣
(

w− λHu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣

≤
∑

i∈Sk

∣∣∣
(

w− λHu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣.
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The equality holds if and only if zi = 1 for index i ∈ Sk and
zi = 0 for index i /∈ Sk.

PROOF TO THEOREM 3

Proof: Consider the kth iteration (k ≥ 0). We have the cur-
rent real-valued guess uk ∈ [0, 1]n. The discrete guess z(k)

is given by (10). If z(k) is a reliable guess, i.e., Lλ(z(k)) ≥
Lλ(u(k)), it is trivial that

Lλ

(
u(k+1)

)
− Lλ

(
u(k)

)
= Lλ

(
z(k)

)
− Lλ

(
u(k)

)
≥ 0.

We focus on cases where Lλ(z(k)) < Lλ(u(k)). Consider the
following real-valued function ϕ : R→ R:

ϕ(θ) = Lλ

(
θz(k) + (1− θ)u(k)

)
. (17)

It is continuously differentiable. The derivative is given by

ϕ′(θ) = ∇Lλ

(
θz(k) + (1− θ)u(k)

)�(
z(k) − u(k)

)

=
(

w− λH
(
θz(k) + (1− θ)u(k)

))�(
z(k) − u(k)

)

=
(

w− λHu(k)
)�

v(k) − θλv(k)�Hv(k)

where v(k) = z(k) − u(k). Denote {i ∈ [n]|(w − λHu(k))i > 0}
by Sk. According to (10), we obtain

(
w− λHu(k)

)�
v(k)

=
∑

i∈Sk

v(k)
i

(
wi − λ

(
Hu(k)

)

i

)
+

∑

i/∈Sk

v(k)
i

(
wi − λ

(
Hu(k)

)

i

)

=
∑

i∈Sk

v(k)
i

∣∣∣wi − λ
(

Hu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣−
∑

i/∈Sk

v(k)
i

∣∣∣wi − λ
(

Hu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣

=
∑

i∈Sk

(
1− u(k)

i

)∣∣∣wi − λ
(

Hu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣+
∑

i/∈Sk

u(k)
i

∣∣∣wi − λ
(

Hu(k)
)

i

∣∣∣

≥ 0.

That is because z(k)
i = 1 for index i ∈ Sk and z(k)

i = 0 for
index i /∈ Sk. Therefore, if v(k)�Hv(k) ≤ 0 in the second
term of ϕ′(θ), it must be true that ϕ′(θ) ≥ 0 for θ ∈ [0, 1],
and then Lλ(z(k)) = ϕ(1) ≥ ϕ(0) = Lλ(u(k)). This conflicts
with the assumption that Lλ(z(k)) < Lλ(u(k)). Now, under this
assumption, we have v(k)�Hv(k) > 0.

Take θk defined in (12), then θk > 0 must be true, and we
have ϕ′(θ) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θk and ϕ′(θ) < 0 for θ > θk.
If θk ≥ 1, ϕ(θ) is nondecreasing within θ ∈ [0, 1], which
implies Lλ(z(k)) = ϕ(1) ≥ ϕ(0) = Lλ(u(k)). Therefore, it must
be satisfied that 0 ≤ θk < 1, and

Lλ

(
u(k+1)

)
= ϕ(θk) ≥ ϕ(0) = Lλ

(
u(k)

)
.

It is remarkable that u(k+1)
i = θkz(k)

i + (1 − θk)u
(k)
i ∈ [0, 1]

for i ∈ [n], so this iterative process is valid and produces
nondecreasing objective values.
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